

**Academic restructuring plan approved by board**

By Jean Elliott

The university restructuring plan for academic colleges was approved by the Board of Visitors on Monday, authorizing President Charles Steger to approve the implementation plan developed by the University Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs Mark McNamee.

“We see this re-organization effort as a natural progression creating logical alliances that will enable departments and disciplines to achieve the world class status that we seek,” McNamee said.

The plan includes the restructurings of the College of Arts and Sciences into two colleges (tentatively called the College of Biological, Mathematical and Physical Sciences and the College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences) and re-aligns departments within the two new colleges as well as existing colleges. The college currently includes 28 academic departments, more than 7,000 students, and is the largest college within the university.

The plan includes the establishment of two consortia, a concept that allows the university to take advantage of commonalities already in existence between colleges. A consortium for the natural sciences would consist of four colleges (College of Natural Resources, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, College of Biological, Mathematical and Physical Sciences, and the Virginia Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine). Likewise, a consortium for the arts, humanities, social sciences, education, and human resources would consist of two colleges (College of Human Resources and Education, and the College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences).

While the Pamplin College of Business, the College of Architecture and Urban Studies, and the College of Engineering will not formally belong to a consortium, it is expected that interactions with appropriate consortia will facilitate inter-collegiate activities. Engineering will have participants in each consortium as well as in the School of Biomedical Engineering and the School of Computer Science and Information Technology. The College of Veterinary medicine will also have participants in the biomedical engineering school. A School of Education will be formed from the departments of Teaching and Learning, and Educational Leadership and Policy Studies to help focus the university’s activities in education. The School of the Arts and the School of Public and International Affairs (See ACADEMIC on 4).

**BOV passes budget, faculty bonus program**

By Jean Elliott

The Board of Visitors approved the 2002-2003 budget for $691 million at its meeting Monday.

The board also passed the following resolutions:

Criteria for Promotion from Associate Professor to Professor

There was an implicit understanding that for promotion to professor, a faculty member must excel in two of the university missions: instruction, research, and outreach.

A new paragraph emphasizing this will be added to the written guidelines:

“Faculty members must demonstrate excellence in at least two of the purposes of the university’s missions, one of which must be research, scholarship or creative achievement broadly defined as appropriate for the various disciplines, and reflecting the faculty member’s assignment. Promotion to the rank of professor is contingent upon national or international recognition as an outstanding scholar and educator.”

**Faculty Bonus Program**

Based on the language approved by the General Assembly and employment-eligibility dates issued by the Department of Human Resource Management, the university has developed an implementation plan for the faculty salary bonus program:

• All salaried faculty members (both full-time and part-time) and graduate students on assistantships will be eligible to participate in the bonus program if they were hired before May 1, 2002 and are actively employed on Aug. 30, 2002.

• Faculty members whose performance is deemed to be below acceptable standards will not receive a bonus; otherwise, bonus payments will be administered uniformly, that is, an across-the-board payment of 2.5 percent of annual salary will be made.

• Bonus payments will be included in the Aug. 30, 2002 payroll checks.

• In the event that the state provides funds in excess of what is needed for the bonus payments, these excess bonus funds will be used to fund faculty travel to conferences, special equipment purchases, or other “non-monetary incentives and awards” as deemed appropriate by the president, university provost and academic vice president, and executive vice president and chief operating officer for the retention of teaching and research faculty members.

• Bonus payments to faculty members or GRA’s on sponsored-program funding will be dependent on the availability of funding in the grant or contract.

**Tech’s Gardner receives Guggenheim Fellowship**

By Sally Harris

As simple as Emily Dickinson’s poetry seems on superficial reading, her deceptively rich works continue to bring up religious and philosophical questions for modern writers. Thomas Gardner, professor of English at Virginia Tech, has received a Guggenheim Fellowship to complete a book on this 19th-century poet’s influence on themes addressed by today’s poets and novelists.

The John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation offers fellowships "to further the development of scholars and artists by encouragement of creative work and by the presentation of public component was an important part of the information-gathering process that helped shape the draft and final versions of the parking plans. HSMM coordinated a transportation fair in the fall encouraging input and reaction to parking proposals from students, faculty and staff members. In

**Parking master plan endorsed by board**

By Sarah Newhill

The Board of Visitors Building and Grounds Committee has made an official resolution to endorse the concepts presented in the parking master plan developed by the architecture firm of Hayes, Seay, Mattern, and Mattern (HSMM), which has been in the works since last fall.

HSMM’s Director of Design Mike Brennan, and Paul Anderson, head of the firm’s traffic and transportation division, presented their recommended concepts from the final plan, which include phased construction of three parking decks to be located at the B-lot, upper quad area, and I-lot (the Cage); roadway additions and improvements, including the re-routing of Duck Pond Drive to the backside of the I-lot; reducing parking around the drill field area to promote a safer, more visually pleasing pedestrian environment; and an enhanced transit-system service, which the board would like to see prioritized.

Parking and traffic surveys were the two primary components of the detailed report. The parking survey took into account parking lots with five spaces or more, which included 55 of the 71 total lots on campus. HSMM reported that 26 lots exceeded their effective capacity. “The issue is convenience,” said Steve Mouras, the university’s director of transportation, who said there are approximately 600 unused parking spaces on any given day, but these spaces are remote and inconvenient.

The traffic survey studied 22 intersections at peak hours, and calculated the delay times using a factor of 40 seconds or more as an unacceptable delay. Twenty-five percent of the morning intersections failed, with delay times being over 40 seconds, and 45 percent of the intersections during the afternoon peak hours failed.

Although many intersections are currently manned by university police officers, HSMM’s proposal suggests using traffic lights at the higher capacity areas, with none being located within the central campus area.

Vice President for Administration Ray Smoot said he has been resistant to traffic lights and parking decks, which he said “contribute to the institutionalization of a non-urban campus, but stated that these will most likely be necessary as the university grows, and as “traffic and parking issues loom ever larger.”

A public component was an important part of the information-gathering process that helped shape the draft and final versions of the parking plans. HSMM coordinated a transportation fair in the fall encouraging input and reaction to parking proposals from students, faculty and staff members. In
EVENTS

Friday, 7
SOTA Exhibit, Armory Art Gallery: "Fine Artists from Rockbridge" (through 6-21).
SOTA Exhibit, Squires Perspective Gallery: "Diversity in White" (through 6-28).
SOTA Event, 6 p.m., Henderson Lawn: Swing music.

Monday, 10
Last Day to Respond.

BULLETINS

Free ISO 9000 networks seminar offered
"ISO 9001: 2000—Assessing Quality in E-Commerce," a free, one-day program, is being held today in Roanoke from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. at the offices of American Electric Power at 40 Franklin Road. The seminar will be repeated in Blacksburg on Friday, June 14, from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. at the Virginia Tech Corporate Research Center conference room located at 1715 Pratt Drive.

"This will be a great opportunity for quality managers to get up to speed on best practices in e-commerce, while discussing some of the challenges and opportunities posed by e-commerce," said Chad Miller, economic-development specialist for international programs.

The seminar’s featured speaker, Roger Beeker, is chairman of the board for Wiley & Wilson and a leading ISO 9000 assessor who has helped more than 60 companies achieve ISO certification.

Virginia Tech Public Service Programs, a division of University Outreach, is sponsoring the seminar in partnership with American Electric Power, Wiley & Wilson Corporation, and the Virginia Department of Business Assistance. For more information, contact Miller at 1-8324.

Nominations sought for ALE Outstanding Leader Award

The Academy for Leadership Excellence (ALE) announces a call for nominations for the ALE Outstanding Leader Award.

The purpose of this award is to recognize those university employees who have exhibited outstanding leadership qualities through superior job performance, job-related extracurricular activities, such as participation in university governance, university college, and department committee work; other areas of service to the university, supplemental activities outside the university. (Note: While outside activities that enhance the nominee’s overall profile of service to the university and community may be considered, they will be given less weight than university activities.)

Any university employee, on or off campus, may nominate individuals for the award. Nominations will consist of a one-page typed, double-spaced, nomination letter and essay. The essay should provide biographical information, address the nominees’ qualities, and be limited to one page in length. Nominations may be faxed to 7-6732, mailed to Box 9030, or sent by e-mail to al@vt.edu.

Eligibility will be limited to employees in classified staff positions or in administrative/ professional (A/P) faculty positions. Tenured and tenure-track faculty members, including those who are principally engaged in administrative functions, are not eligible, since other awards are available to these groups. Self-nominations are ineligible. This award should not be viewed as competing with the President’s Award for Excellence.

The ALE Leadership Awards Committee is the reviewing and decision-making body. The committee will consider all eligible letters of nomination and will select three finalists for in-depth review, and will then make a final selection.

The person selected for the award will be honored at the academy’s year-end awards luncheon held in July 2002, where a formal certificate of award will be presented. The award will be announced in Spectrum and other area newspapers.

Nominations letters should be sent in a sealed envelope to University Leadership Development, 459 Tech Center Drive, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0538.

Questions should be addressed to University Leadership Development at 1-6727 or ud@vt.edu.

Nominations deadline is Monday, June 24.

ACTIVITIES

Tuesday, 11
Family, Work/Life Resources Program, noon to 1 p.m., DBHCC conference room F.

Wednesday, 12
“With Good Reason,” 7 p.m., VWTF.

Thursday, 13
TA Event, 7 p.m., Squires Studio Theater: “The Bald Soprano” (through 6-15).

Friday, 14
Pay Day for Faculty and Staff Members.

SOTA Event, 6 p.m., Henderson Lawn: Folk-Rock music.

Wednesday, 19
“With Good Reason,” 7 p.m., VWTF: “Old is Not a Bad Word,” including Toni Calasanti.

Thursday, 20
Staff Senate, noon, 1810 Litton-Reaves.

Friday, 21
CommonHealth Program, 12:10 to 12:55 p.m., DBHCC conference room G.

For more information, contact Heather Esteban at hesteban@vt.edu or 1-5753.

Employees request leave donations
Employees in Physical Plant, Purchasing, Systems Engineering and Administration have requested leave donations. Donation forms can be downloaded from the Personnel Services web site at http://www.ps.vt.edu/forms/forms.html. Return completed forms to Kim Linkous, 0318.

YMCA Race/Fun Walk tomorrow
The Second Annual YMCA 5K Race and One-Mile Fun Walk is tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. at the corner of Clay and Kent Streets. Registration fees include race tee shirt and coupons from the Y and sponsors. Prizes will be awarded to top finishers in various categories. A drawing for prizes will be held after the race for all participants. Register on line at www.vtymca.org or at the YMCA office during office hours. Call 1-6860 for more information.

Hokie 5K Race and Fun Run set
The Virginia Tech Alumni Association, the Blacksburg Striders and the New River Valley Alumni Chapter will hold the Inaugural Hokie 5K Race and 1 Mile Fun Run/Walk on Saturday, June 29, at the Virginia Tech Corporate Research Center.

Proceeds from the event, which is open to the public, will benefit the New River Valley Alumni Chapter Scholarship Fund. The race is open to participants of all ages and will be a 5-yard Diaper Dash for small children.

A pre-race tailgate party and buffet dinner will be held the evening of Friday, June 28, at the west end stands of Lane Stadium.

The schedule for the Saturday’s events is as follows: 6:45 to 7:30 a.m., Race Day Registration and Packet Pick-Up; 8 a.m. 5K Race Start; 8:30 a.m., 1 Mile Fun Run/Walk Start; 9 a.m., Diaper Dash; 9:30 a.m., Awards Ceremony and Post-Race Party.

Details of award categories, registration forms and more information can be found at http://box.vt.edu/alumni/aulum/5K.html.

The race will start in the parking lot at 1715 Pratt Drive, Research Building 12, and will be routed through Corporate Research Center.

Bioterrorism, biotechnology conference topics here in July

By Stewart MacInnis
Bioterrorism, the promise of biotechnology to help feed the world, and vaccines created through biotechnology are among topics that will be presented during the 7th Biotechnology Educators’ Conference at Virginia Tech July 17 to 20.

These presentations by nationally recognized experts will cap the East Coast’s premier biotechnology conference for teachers. In addition to discussion of recent developments in biotechnology, the conference, which is sponsored by the university’s Pralin Biotechnology Center, features hands-on workshops for high-school teachers and college science professors to help them teach biotechnology concepts and skills. The workshops are held on the afternoons of July 18 and 19 following the presentations and all day July 20.

Speakers scheduled for the morning of July 18 are C.S. Prakash of Tuskegee University, giving a presentation entitled, "Genes, Crops, and Food: Can Biotechnology Innovations Help Food Security?"; Fran Ligler of the Naval Research Labs, giving a presentation entitled, "Innovation in the Cracks Between Disciplines: Biosensor R&D," and Carole Cramer of Virginia Tech, giving a presentation entitled, “Next Generation Vaccines: Taking the Pain out of Prevention.”

Speakers scheduled for the morning of July 19 are Jonathan Richmond of the Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s Office of Health and Safety Information Systems, giving a presentation entitled, “Bioterrorism, Biosafety, and Preparedness”; Kim McAlisterr of the University of California at Davis, giving a presentation entitled, “Neuronal Growth and Synapse Formation in the Developing Brain,” and Bruno Sobral of the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, giving a presentation entitled, “From Microscope to Kaleidoscope: Bioinformatics—A New View for Biology.”

More information about the conference is available at the Pralin Biotechnology Center’s web site (www.bitech.vt.edu) or by contacting Erin Dolan at 1-2692 or by e-mail at edolan@vt.edu.
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January and February, a public comment period also gave an opportunity for these groups to express their concerns to the Office of Transportation on HSMM’s final report which is posted at http://www.ohio.vt.edu/masterplan.

The BOV committee stressed that attention be given to measures that reduce parking in the central campus area, and provide incentives and encouragement for transportation alternatives such as bicycle riding, car pooling, and mass-transit use. Parking Services currently provides a student carpool program and frequently promotes bicycle and Blacksburg transit use. Students currently have unlimited access on the Blacksburg Transit (covered by a one-time fee included in the student comprehensive fee) and faculty and staff members can ride free; however only 18 percent of these potential users take advantage of this resource.

The committee also heard a report by Spencer Hall, assistant vice president for facilities, who has been working with Town of Blacksburg officials and the Montgomery County School Board to maximize parking spaces during football games. A total of 1,066 spaces from three off-campus sites (Kipps Elementary School, Blacksburg High School, and the old Blacksburg Middle School) could be added to the list of public places to park during football weekends. These schools would charge a minimal fee per space, and the town would provide shuttle service. Details are currently being worked out and will be publicized later this summer.
Bambach research finds unexpectedly stable ocean ecosystems

By Susan Trulove

Marine life had to re-evolve after two major extinctions for shrimp and whales and other sea life as we know it to come into being. But what is remarkable, according to an article published in the May 14 issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), is that marine life recovered from two mass extinctions, but that the marine ecosystems have maintained very stable structures over the last 450 million years and only changed noticeably in the recovery from these two great extinctions.

Previous studies claim five mass extinctions decreased the diversity of ocean life. But the PNAS article, “Anatomical and Ecological Constraints on Phanerozoic Animal Diversity in the Marine Realm,” by Richard Bambach, professor emeritus of geological sciences from Virginia Tech; Andrew H. Knoll, professor emeritus of geological sciences from Virginia Tech; and Roger Bambach, professor emeritus of geological sciences from Virginia Tech, shows that this assumption is false. Their research suggests that the marine life recovered from two mass extinctions, but that the marine ecosystems have maintained very stable structures over the last 450 million years and only changed noticeably in the recovery from these two great extinctions.

Evidence that only two of these mass extinctions led to major change in global ecosystem structure. These were the extinctions 251 million years ago, at the end of the Permian period, and 65 million years ago, at the end of the Cretaceous period.

The Permian extinction was massive. It is believed to have wiped out 95 percent of all species, possibly as a result of increased levels of dissolved CO2 in the oceans triggered by a comet or meteorite impact. (Inclusions in Permian rocks containing gases known only to exist in outer space were discovered only last year.) The Cretaceous extinction, also triggered by a large impact, was not as thorough, but is the one we are all familiar with because it killed the dinosaurs. Although it also devastated marine life, the pattern of extinction at the end of the Cretaceous was quite different than in the Permian, suggesting a different immediate cause of death than in the Permian event.

However, the change in ecosystems was not produced by the killing events, the article suggests, but by way life lived afterwards. “What we think happened was that only these two big extinction events were severe enough to so empty the world that the basic structure of the ecosystem itself had to be re-established,” Bambach said. “That took time, and as things evolved, the pattern of ecological relationship between different adaptive types of organisms developed differently.”

The analysis treats several very general modes of life and how they relate to the global diversity. A similar pattern of change is seen in each analysis. In one analysis, the authors simply compare the proportion of the marine fauna that is motile, or capable of moving around, versus the proportion that is sedentary or attached and doesn’t move. “The difference is important for several reasons,” Bambach said. “For instance, non-mobile organisms all need to get food brought to them in water currents whereas motile organisms can eat in many ways.

“Before the end-Permian extinction, about two-thirds of the different kinds of marine animals were immobile,” Bambach said. “After the recovery from that extinction, the ratio between motile and non-motile was nearly one to one until the end Cretaceous extinction. Then, as marine life recovered from that event, motile organisms became about two-thirds of the different kinds of life, the reverse of the ratio before the Permian extinction. And that ratio has persisted to the present.”

While the standard ideas of the severity of extinctions has been called into doubt by differences in the quality of the geologic record, the results of the work by Knoll, Sepkoski, and Bambach, published in PNAS, demonstrate that the end Permian and end Cretaceous events did affect life in general in very important ways.
Pamplin management internship program logs more than 11,000 hours

By Tatiana Aras, University Relations intern

Over 30 organizations participated this spring semester in an internship program established by the Department of Management at the Pamplin College of Business.

The program was created “to provide management students with opportunities to gain internship and work experience while at the same time providing business assistance to the local community,” internship coordinator Stuart Mease said.

Student interns have logged a total of 11,600 hours for participating employers since the program’s inception in December, 2000. These internships allow students to apply classroom skills in a professional environment.

Student interns are required to work 100 hours, attend career-development seminars, and complete written assignments to receive three academic credits for their work.

“We are very happy with the program’s continued momentum,” Mease said. “Our students are benefiting, the local organizations are benefiting, and a win-win partnership has been formed between the students in the Department of Management and the local community.”

Some of the participating organizations in the New River and Roanoke Valleys were Montgomery Regional Hospital, Pulaski County Administration, Virginia Tech Corporate Research Center, and Virginia Tech Services.

Organization members interested in participating in the program can contact Mease at 1-2397 or smease@vt.edu for more information.
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Over 30 organizations participated this spring semester in an internship program established by the Department of Management at the Pamplin College of Business.

The program was created “to provide management students with opportunities to gain internship and work experience while at the same time providing business assistance to the local community,” internship coordinator Stuart Mease said.

Student interns have logged a total of 11,600 hours for participating employers since the program’s inception in December, 2000. These internships allow students to apply classroom skills in a professional environment.

Student interns are required to work 100 hours, attend career-development seminars, and complete written assignments to receive three academic credits for their work.

“We are very happy with the program’s continued momentum,” Mease said. “Our students are benefiting, the local organizations are benefiting, and a win-win partnership has been formed between the students in the Department of Management and the local community.”

Some of the participating organizations in the New River and Roanoke Valleys were Montgomery Regional Hospital, Pulaski County Administration, Virginia Tech Corporate Research Center, and Virginia Tech Services.

Organization members interested in participating in the program can contact Mease at 1-2397 or smease@vt.edu for more information.
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American writers such as Dickinson, Melville, and Thoreau, were “dropped without being resolved.” Gardner will look at the way writers today are picking up the ideas of Dickinson in their own novels, poems, and essays.

The book will consist of Gardner’s in-depth essays on works by Robinson, Graham, Wright, and Howe and an introduction that touches on the works of about 10 other writers.

In addition, the book will contain interviews of the four writers talking about Dickinson and her influence on their writings.

Gardner has received several Virginia Tech awards for teaching and scholarship, including the Certificate of Teaching Excellence twice, the Alumni Teaching Award, membership in the Academy of Teaching Excellence, the Diggs Teaching Scholar Award, and the Phi Beta Kappa Sturm Award for Outstanding Faculty Research.

The Guggenheim Fellowship will allow Gardner to take the 2002-2003 academic year off to complete the Dickinson book.

Pamplin management internship program logs more than 11,000 hours